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Greetings members and welcome to March,
The 2019 year is underway, kicking off with our presentation evening where we celebrated the
achievements of our members in 2018. It was a great night had by all with plenty of time to catch up with
those we don't see as often as we would like and enjoy good food. Thanks to Richo and Nicole for putting
together the successful evening.
TCC had 8 competitors attend the C.L.Rudd Motorkhana out at Luddenham which was a very successful
day at the new grounds HDCC acquired. Unfortunately due to a situation beyond their control they will not
be able to run further events there. If you know someone who has a large flat paddock or few spare flat
acres which they don't use please let our Executive know as we have been on the lookout for new dirt
motorkhana grounds for a while.
Last Sunday saw the Summer Skids Khanacross which was a great success, running 12 tests on the day
out at Colo. Unfortunately a lack of officials made the day a bit tiring, however good competitors helped
move things along quickly over the whole event. Provisional results and a few photos have been included
later in the magazine.
Next Sunday, 17th March, is the TCC Grip ‘n’ Slip Motorkhana at Nirimba TAFE. If you are able to assist
please contact Nicole Crowley. We will be wetting down part of the motorkhana area for some extra
slippery fun to try something a bit different. Nicole has been taking requests for tests to run on the day so
get your vote in quick for your favourite pattern.
Matt Rath.

March Meeting:
Supper:

Raffle:

Joy Hood

John Grist

Cover Photo – Trophies from the 2018 TCC Presentation Night.
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EDITORS REPORT
Firstly, a huge thank you to Richo for his organisation of our Presentation Night
around his hip replacement surgery! Thanks to everyone who turned up and
those who provided help on the night. It was all very much appreciated and
made for a fabulous night. Congratulations to all of the trophy winners. The top
6 from 2018 now appear on the back cover. If you aren’t happy with the picture
on the back, please email me a new photo to use instead. Also, a massive
thank you for selecting me for the Clubman Award. It was a great surprise on
the night after I was told it was going to someone else, whom I fully believed and still believe was worthy of
the award! As I said on the night, I actually get a huge amount of joy out of what
I do for the club. When I first joined TCC back in 2005, I never saw myself as
being part of the Exec and was certainly too shy to be the Social Secretary let
alone an Event Director, but I have surprised myself and am looking forward to
the events I am running in 2019. I have also enjoyed trying to get out and take
photos of our events and create little recap videos, which were playing at the
Presentation Night. Some members expressed their desire to get a copy of
these videos or links, etc, so I’ll be sending around an email to members with
the links in the coming weeks. I would like to get a video of our 2018
Presentation Night done, however I’m going from Presentation Night
organisation to magazine and then to Grip ‘n’ Slip Motorkhana organisation, so
I’ll get on to it as soon as I possibly can.
th

On Sunday 17 March, I will be running our Grip ‘n’ Slip Motorkhana at Nirimba. I am after officials, so if
you can help out, please let me know. Additionally, we will be marking up the grounds the day before from
2pm, so if you can help with that, it would be greatly appreciated. As I’m not restricted to tests I can use
and specific dimensions, I am making sure that we have some interesting ones included and modified for
greater enjoyment. Additionally, I have found some tests that do not appear in the motorkhana test booklet
that I am using and have even created a few tests of my own. I’m really hoping that wetting down one of
the tests brings something new to the motorkhana, and hope that we get a good number of starters. Entry
forms and Supp Regs are available on the Facebook event page, so do yourself a favour and download it,
read it, fill it out and bring it along to the event for faster entry processing.
Thanks to Trevor Parsonage for trying to drum up support to watch the draw of the Live the Dream
competition in which Andrew was one of ten finalists in line to win an Evo VIII, along with a year of AMSAG
rallying entry fees fully paid for. Sadly, the key that Andrew drew out of the bag didn’t open the Evo but he
still managed to get a free entry to an AMSAG rally this year. Dean Batt also a finalist in the competition
didn’t have the winning key either.
Have you renewed your membership with TCC for 2019? If you haven’t, then this will be your last
magazine until you renew. Check your TCC membership card for your expiry date, and then if need be, get
in contact with Geoff Horler either via the contact details listed on the inside front cover or at the March
meeting.
Finally, with a small number of members missing out on championship trophies due to not fulfilling the
championship trophy criteria, it’s really important to ensure you give back to your club. To be eligible for a
championship trophy, you need to submit one original article for publication as well as officiate at a TCC
run event during the year. It’s recommended to get this out of the way early on in the year allowing you to
then focus more on your competition aspirations.
You only get out of it, what you put in.
Nicole & Andrew Crowley

Important Editorial Dates To Remember
Next Piston Slap Edition:

April 2019

Reports and articles required by:

Friday 29th March 2019

Collation Night:

Thursday 4th April 2019
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CLUB CAPTAINS REPORT
Hi Everyone and welcome to March.
Congratulations to all our winners from last year, it was great to see so
many members at the Presentation Night late in Feb.
As the competition year is starting to ramp up, I will have a finalized calendar for everyone shortly. There
may be a few changes in the short term, as I know a couple of clubs are struggling to get minimum entry
numbers to run those events.
Upcoming Pointscore Events
Thur 14th March
TCC Monthly Meeting
Pennant Hills Leisure and Learning Centre, 8 Warne Street Pennant Hills. 8pm start time with Supper and
raffle afterwards.
th

Sun 17 March
TCC Grip ‘n’ Slip Motorkhana
Type
Motorkhana
Club
Thornleigh Car Club, TCC
Venue
Nirimba Education Precinct, Eastern Road, Quakers Hill
Time:
8:00am Docco and Scrutineering, 9:45am Driver’s Briefing, 10:00am Start
Cost:
$60 Adults, $40 Juniors
Nicole Crowley is directing this event in which she is hoping to run several tests in dry conditions and some
of the tests on a wet surface. Nicole has already mentioned choosing and modifying tests for maximum
competitor enjoyment so this event is definitely not one to be missed. Passengers are welcome, so bring a
friend. Supp Regs and Entry forms are now available on the TCC Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/events/1803555113088188/?active_tab=discussion
th

Sun 24 March
MLMSC Buladelah Hillclimb
Type
Hillclimb
Club
Myall Lakes Motor Sports Club
Venue
Wootton Way, Buladelah
Cost
$150 Adults, $70 Juniors
Supp Regs and Entry form available at https://www.myallmotorsportsclub.com/supplementary-regulations/
Contact Andrew Chinner for more information, this event needs more entries urgently.
th

Sun 30 March
SKDAC Minidulla Rally
Type
Forest Rally
Club
Shoalhaven and Kiama Districts Auto Club, SKDAC
Venue
Shallow Crossing, Termeil
No details are available at the moment, but keep an eye http://www.rallynsw.com.au/events/2019-minidullarally/ for supp regs and entry forms closer to the event.
th

Thur 11 April
TCC Monthly Meeting
Pennant Hills Leisure and Learning Centre, 8 Warne Street Pennant Hills. 8pm start time with Supper
and raffle afterwards.
th

Sun 14 April
CRC Hawkesbury Ramble
Type
Touring Rally
Club
Classic Rally Club
Venue
Hawkesbury Region
Cost
$110 per crew
A one-day event covering approximately 270 km, starting and finishing at the Lynwood Country Club, Pitt
Town. Breakfast, coffee and tea available • Lunch – a secret location in the Hawkesbury River valley. Good
quality food supplied. The Categories will be: Masters, Apprentices, Tour and Social Run – a noncompetitive category with no CAMS licence required. Masters and Apprentices: Navigation is a mixture of
that used in the usual CRC events as well as the style of the recent Wollondilly Rallies. Accurate map
reading will be rewarded. The plotting will be relatively straight forward. Not many questions and no tricks.
Tour and Social Run: Route Charts supplied. Fair, yet challenging questions. The answers to questions will
be found in safe locations. Enjoyable roads for drivers, lots of twisty sections and great scenery. Tour &
Social Run – approximately 10 km of smooth unsealed roads. For further information including Supp Regs
and Entry Form, go to https://www.classicrallyclub.com.au/index.php/championship/upcoming-events
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th

Sun 14 April
HDCC Hornet Khanacross
Type
Khanacross
Club
Hills District Car Club
Venue
Hills Motor park, Hampton
No details are available at present but keep an eye on the HDCC Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/groups/114162541937942/ and website http://hdcc.com.au/ closer to the event.
th

Thur 9 May
TCC Monthly Meeting
Pennant Hills Leisure and Learning Centre, 8 Warne Street Pennant Hills. 8pm start time with Supper
and raffle afterwards.
Upcoming Non Points Score Events
Sat 23 March
AMSAG Rosewood Rally
Sun 24 March
ARDC State Supersprint
Sun 28 April
Mini Supersprint
Sat 4 May
AMSAG Orange Rally

Rosewood
SMSP GP
Wakefield Park
Orange

Forest Rally
Supersprint
Speed
Forest Rally

See you at the Track,
Andrew
2019 CALENDAR – FEBRUARY TO MAY
Date

Event

Venue

Club

C/ship

Drive Down Memory Lane - Speedway

Sydney Metro

TCC

Social

Sat

9 February

Thu

14 February

TCC Club Meeting

Pennant Hills Leisure Centre TCC

Meeting

Fri

22 February

TCC Presentation Dinner

Muirfield Golf Club

TCC

Social

Sun 24 February

CL Rudd Motorkhana

Luddenham

HDCC

Motorkhana

Sat

2 March

Summer Skids Khanacross

Colo Park

TCC

Khanacross

Thu

14 March

TCC Club Meeting

Pennant Hills Leisure Centre TCC

Meeting

Sun 17 March

Grip 'n' Slip Motokhana

Nirimba TAFE

TCC

Motorkhana

Sun 24 March

Bulahdelah Hillclimb

Bulahdelah

MLSCC

Speed

Sat

30 March

Minidulla Rally (DRS/CRS/HRS)

Shallow Crossing

SKDAC

Forest Rally

Thu

11 April

TCC Club Meeting

Pennant Hills Leisure Centre TCC

Meeting

Sun 14 April

Hawkesbury Ramble

Western Sydney

CRC

Touring Rally

Sun 14 April

Hornet Khanacross

Hampton Motorsport Park

HDCC

Khanacross

Thu

TCC Club Meeting

Pennant Hills Leisure Centre TCC

9 May

Meeting

Looking for more ways to interact with TCC?
Like us on Facebook to see upcoming events, photos, results and other
motorsport related news.
Look for Thornleigh Car Club Inc on Facebook.

We are also on YouTube. Subscribe to our channel to see videos of our
events. Alternatively, if you have a video that you would like to appear on our
YouTube channel, please contact Trevor Parsonage or Nicole Crowley.
Look for Thornleigh Car Club Inc on YouTube.
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Bits from Boston...
The motorsport season is well and truly underway now. I’ve watched the
Bathurst 12 hour and was amazed at the lack of safety car periods. With the
range of different GT cars, range of skill with several international and
invitational drivers being their first time at Bathurst and 12 hours of racing you
would think that there would be a fair few safety car stoppages. However, this
year there was a total of 118 minutes and 7 seconds of total safety car time
which is actually very minimal. This meant that a total of 312 laps of Bathurst was done (1,938.456km)
which is an all-time record. The highest number of laps done previously was 297 back in 2016.
Dirk Werner, Dennis Olsen and Australian Matt Campbell (Earl Bamber Motorsport) won the event in a
Porsche 911 GT3 R in a thrilling finish. The Triple 8 Racing team of Craig Lowndes, Jamie Whincup and
Shane Van Gisbergen finished fourth even though they were plagued with issues all day. Craig Lowndes
did a double stint to begin the day, however his coolsuit was not working. They faced brake concerns and
nearing the end of the event, sacrificed track position for another set of new tyres during a safety car period
putting them back to seventh. They managed to fight their way back to fourth and were putting significant
pressure on third place, but were unable to pull off the pass and finished less than 0.2 seconds behind third
place. Shane Van Gisbergen ended up falling out of the car after returning to the pits due to the extreme
heat exhaustion.
The WRC has finished round 2 of their championship in Sweden. The change in road surface, between ice,
black ice and slush caught a number of the bigger name drivers out. Kris Meeke hasn’t crashed as yet, but
still seems a little inconsistent in his stage times. He is either right up the front, or missing down the field.
He apparently stalled his car on the start of a stage and ended up back in eighth position on Day 1. He only
managed to get back to sixth by the end of the event. Sebastian Loeb has been given a few regular drives
with Hyundai and once again showed that he can drive. Marcus Gronholm was also having a run in a
Toyota Yaris in a one-off return to rally after a nine year break, to have some fun and celebrate his
birthday! Unfortunately, the fun was short lived, after surviving two spins he plunged his Yaris into a
snowbank and was forced to retire. Ott Tanak ended up winning Rally Sweden by 53.7 seconds. Esapekka
Lappi was second with Thierry Neuvile taking third.
The Supercars have also started their year, with their first event being the Clipsal, I mean Superloop
Adelaide 500. The support racing has been more interesting to watch though. The Super Utes have had a
fairly big crash on the first lap of both Race 1 and Race 2, with a ute in both incidents rolling and it always
took out a number of other competitors. They seem really unstable and look even more difficult to drive
than the old V8 utes. The new series doesn’t appear to be at all popular, unless you like watching utes
crash.
I am sorry that I missed you all at the TCC Presentation Night. My health hasn’t been good and it was a
difficult decision to make to not go. I’m sure you would have all had a good night though. Another very
difficult decision I have recently made was to stop my regular monthly ‘Bits from Boston’ contribution to our
magazine. When I joined TCC back in 1968, I really enjoyed everything motorsport and TCC and that’s why
I’m still a part of it over 50 years later! In 1971, Tom McKendrick (Editor at the time) and I had this idea for
a cartoon in the magazine. It would always be about race, rally or drivers etc. New jokes, old jokes and silly
things that club members did would be the theme. The main person would be a driver. Seeing it was about
Thornleigh Car Club, he was called T.C. The long suffering friend/helper/navigator, like all drivers’ friends,
helpers and navigators of the time, would go un-named and he still is. It never seemed to matter what T.C.
and friend did, he never got it quite right, so it shouldn’t have been too much of a surprise to anyone that if
you have ever done anything silly, strange or funny, I will have seen it and then you could see who T.C.
really was…. You!
The T.C. and mate cartoons feature in almost every magazine from May/June 1971 (the page is labelled
May but appears in the June magazine!) to 2004 when books of all of the cartoons were created by the
th
club, for it’s 50 birthday celebrations and as a thank you to me for the cartoons. Since 2004 to now my
cartoons appear more sporadically, although I have still seen many members do silly, strange and funny
things that will never be captured by my cartoons, so think yourselves lucky!
My first article was ‘Odd Bits’ in March 1975, and then in April 1975 my regular ‘Bits from Boston’ started.
I’ve been writing bits about everything ever since. I can’t quite tell you what writing Bits from Boston has
brought to me. It has been immensely enjoyable and therefore the decision to stop my regular contribution,
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whilst it has been coming for a while, still hits hard. I am thankful to everyone who has read my articles and
enjoyed them and I hope that I can still contribute every now and then, as my pen has far from run dry.
I’m hoping that Geoff has been able to get a copy of my early articles and a few of my cartoons for
inclusion in the magazine, for you to enjoy once again.
Hope to see you soon,
Ernie.
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TCC Presentation Night Photos

Above: Setting up the trophy table and perpetual trophies. A lot of
work goes into trying to ensure there is as much surprise as
possible for the recipients, and this year there was certainly a few
well deserved surprises! A big thank you to Glenn Inkster and Matt
Rath for some great looking trophies this year.

Above: Upcycled old trophies
make great table centrepieces!

Above: Matt did another great job
as MC for the night.

Above: While numbers were lower than normal, everyone had a
great night. A massive thanks to Jim Richardson for organising the
venue and the delicious menu and thank you to Nicole Crowley for
the decorations, for being our photographer and for the recap
videos shown on the night
Right: The kids couldn’t wait until the end
of the night to play with the balloons!
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TCC Presentation Night Trophy Winners
The Junior Encouragement
Trophy went to Ian Polycznski
who was unable to attend.

Right: The Encouragement
Trophy went to Tim Hurst who
was also runner up in the
Novice Championship.

Above: Phil Coffey presenting the Ernie
Boston Trophy on Ernie’s behalf to David
Masing who was unable to attend. David
was also runner up in the Motorkhana
Championship.

Below: Vicki Gillon won the
Motorkhana Championship,
and is the first lady in TCC
history to have won this
championship!

Right: The TCC
Officials Award
for 2018 went to
Gary & Wendy
Maher. This
award is given to
the TCC
members with
the highest
number of
officiating points
over the year, so
we thank you
both for your
contribution.

Above: Gary Maher was runner up
in the Speed Championship.

Above: Dean Tomlin won the TCC
Speed Championship.
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Above: Nicole Crowley received
the TCC Clubman Award in
recognition of her efforts for the
club during 2018.
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Above: Neil Hood was runner up
in the Rally Driver’s
Championship.
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Above: Matt Rath won the 2018
Rally Driver’s Championship.

Above: Alana Dean was the 2018
Novice Award recipient and the winner
of both the Rally Navigator’s and
Ladies Championships!

Above: Garry Elliott was
runner up in the
Khanacross, Driver’s and
Club Championship!

Above: Joy Hood was runner up
in both the Rally Navigators and
Ladies Championships.

Above: Man of very few words,
Aron Elliott, won the 2018 TCC
Khanacross Championship,
Drivers Championship and Club
Championship!

Far Left: Drawing the
winner of The Tasman
Cup book.
Left: One of Gary Maher’s
friends won the book, so
Gary collected it on their
behalf. A huge thanks to
Tony Loxley for the
donation of such an
amazing book.
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Hills District Car Club’s New Motorkhana Ground
With the loss of Fiat’s Motorkhana Ground at Ansell Park, a place to hold motorkhanas on dirt within a
reasonable distance of Sydney became a real problem. Luckily HDCC found a ground in Adams Road
Luddenham and was able to convince the owner to let them use part of it for motorkhanas four or five times
per year. There were no facilities on site but with HDCC resourcefulness the problems were overcome. A
portaloo on a trailer from Kennards and the “Caravan of Love” run by Joanne Batt for the catering satisfied
our requirements for food. There was enough room to run three tests side by side and still allow plenty of
room for access to and from the tests and even a waiting area between tests one and two. There is a large
picnic area with trees for shade and room for sun shelters and trailer parking. On the day HDCC even
organised the wind to blow the dust over the adjoining paddocks so we did not upset the neighbours.
There were 51 starters with one Special, 14 Ladies and 15 Juniors.
HDCC was the usual family affair with Mick King on the water truck,
son Jason, granddaughters Hayley and Jazmin and grandson
Jayden competing. There were other family groups from HDCC
making the day a great family outing.
Thornleigh Car Club had eight starters if you include Peter Batt,
Subaru XV class E, and Dean Batt, Holden Berlina class D as being
dual club entries. Andrew and I competed in the Excel class C, Tim
Hurst, Subaru Impreza RS class E, Matt Rath Mitsubishi Lancer
class B and Aron and Garry Elliott, Subaru Liberty class E. Rhonda
Elliott assisted with the timing all day and this was very much appreciated.
Jason King in his Datsun 1600 was first outright and first in class C but his daughter Hayley King was
second outright, first class B, first Lady and first Junior. Well done Hayley on an excellent drive in her
Mazda 121. Mark Page was third outright. Peter Batt was fourth outright and first class E. Dave Wright in
his Ninja Special was fifth outright and first class F. Aron Elliott was seventh outright and second class E.
Dean Batt was eight outright and first in class D. The rest of TCC were Tim Hurst fourteenth and third class
E, Matt Rath eighteenth and fourth class B, Andrew Crowley twenty sixth and thirteenth class C, Garry
Elliott twenty eighth and fifth class E and John Crowley forty fifth and twenty second class C.
It was a fun day with stiff competition and some runs were very
different in times depending on when the water cart wet down the
track to minimise the dust. If you ran straight after the water cart
then understeer was a real problem and times were slow or if you
ran before the water cart then the dust was so bad later in the
day one could not find the flags in the dust haze. This was
especially true for the rear wheel drive big horsepower cars such
as Matt Rath Lancer and Kelly Caruana V8 Holden Commodore.
The handbrake came in very handy on most runs.
When dirt motorkhanas are run in the future I think the directors should plan to move the garages sideways
after each test and not use the same flags and layout to try and minimise the digging up of the ground. This
would allow the grounds and the grass to recover between motorkhana days. If the area could be watered
the afternoon before and after the last test of the day the ground levelled with a sled like we did at Ansell
Park when I first started motorkhanas would help to preserve the course. If the water truck could water the
competition area at the end of the day this would also encourage the grass to grow between running days.
If we wish to run dirt motorkhanas then all clubs must be prepared to put in the effort to maintain the
grounds.
In summary thanks to HDCC for running a great day and thanks for finding us a ground to run close to
Sydney.
Footnote: Apparently, due to issues outside of the control of HDCC and the property owner, HDCC are
unable to run future motorkhanas at this venue. Such a shame!
John Crowley.
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CL Rudd Motorkhana Results & Photos
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Peter Batt

Aron Elliott

Garry Elliott

Matt Rath

Tim Hurst

Andrew Crowley

John Crowley

Dean Batt
Photos courtesy of Andrew Crowley
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Summer Skids Khanacross Results
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Summer Skids Khanacross Photos

John Crowley

Tim Hurst

Mirage from MCC

John Crowley

John Crowley

Another Mirage from MCC

Tim Hurst

Tim Hurst

Aron Elliott

Aron Elliott

Andrew Crowley race face!

Triple-entered Commodore ute

Photos courtesy of Andrew Crowley
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IN A PREVIOUS LIFE
Something happened a few days ago that prompted this article. Due to clashes of dates we have been
unable to attend either of the tours of old Speedways that Nicole Crowley put so much work into. Maybe
it’s just as well because her great tour of old Racing Circuits upset me so much when I saw what had
happened to places that provided me with so much pleasure that her second venture, with the Speedways,
may have been the same for me.
My father was a great lover of Speedways and went to the old Maroubra Circuit probably even before I was
around. My first memory of Speedways was going with my Dad and cousin to the Windsor Circuit in the
mid 1950s. I don’t remember much about it, except that the program was mainly ‘stock cars’ with the final
‘race’ being on a figure eight track. I went to Windsor a few times with school mates – by train from
Blacktown to Windsor on very old rail motors! I was hooked!
I then became a regular at Westmead Speedway, mostly going with my grandparents as I still didn’t have a
licence at that stage. My grandmother used to take her knitting, as quote – ‘I’m not really interested’ - but it
wasn’t long before she was standing on the bench cheering along her favourite car, usually chosen
because she liked the colour of the car! The way they dug out to build the hospital makes it hard to
visualize where the circuit used to be – but the racing was great with that long back straight.
In 1961, I joined the Morris Car Club of Australia and they had a group who regularly went to what they
called ‘The Skids’. Almost every Saturday night in the season, we used to travel by public transport (even
though we all had cars) to the old Sydney Showground at Moore Park. It was like a military manoeuvre.
The first member, John Knight (later a TCC member) would drive from Concord to the second member’s
house at Ryde, where he and his two sons would join in and they would all board a No 500 double-decker
bus from Ryde to Central Station. My father, a cousin, an old school friend and myself would join the same
bus at Drummoyne. We would get out at Central Square and walk through the Devonshire Street Subway
under central Station. At the end of that we would meet up with two brothers (one was later another old
TCC member – Bob Davidson) and some of their mates who’d caught the train in from Cabramatta. This
formidable ‘pack’ would then walk up Devonshire Street into Bourke Street, then Cleveland Street across
Moore Park and into the Showground. After the program we would do it all in reverse and arrive home at
some ungodly hour. Look it up in a street directory – if you still have one. No way in the world would we
now walk around that part of the city late on a Saturday night – even with our own big ‘gang’.
We always sat in the front row of the open, concrete stand over the pits which gave the best view of the
whole circuit plus the action as the various vehicles came out of the pit area. The program was fantastic,
with races of solo bikes, outfits (bike + side car) whose riders must have a death wish and sprint cars with
no wings or ‘lids’ in those days – just a minimum roll bar which in most cases didn’t sit higher than the
drivers’ helmets. The last event was always a ‘last man standing’ stock car race. We always had to buy a
program – not to read, but to hold up over our faces during the events to keep the dirt out of our eyes. The
Director was a bald bloke named Reg – well, that was the name he had on his overalls. Truly great fun!!
Much later, I teamed up with Jim Richardson, his three boys, his brother Graham & his two boys, a past
President of TCC Colin Barnes and his three boys and my two sons and we would ‘take over’ the Granville
Circuit.
They ran a similar program to the old Showground but sometimes had ‘novelty’ events like a rallycross set
up in the infield area with drivers like Colin Bond running a’ works’ Escort and even a Hillman Imp with a V8
Buick engine in the Back. Jim was rapt – until it came over a bump and came down backside first and did
a backward somersault.
I lived in North Rocks at that time and we could hear the sprint cars racing from our house on most
Saturday nights. The commentator was Mike Raymond who lived just near us. He used to promote the
meetings on the radio saying: ‘come and see the cars go Wacky Wacky on the Tacky Tracky’. I sometimes
had a drink with Mike & his brother Steve who, at that time. Was a ‘shock jock’ on 2UE. I could tell you a
funny story about him involving a frozen chook and a Mercedes Benz … maybe another time!
Some time later our sons took me to the Liverpool Circuit. The program was slightly different in that they
had ‘sedans’ racing a bit like Stock Cars – but without the biff.
Now maybe after all those happy, fun memories you might understand why I’m not too upset about missing
the tours of what used to be. Thank you, Nicole for your huge research and effort in planning and
presenting the tours – but moreover, for making me relive my memories of Speedways.
Oh Yeh! What was it that prompted all this? Well, a few days ago I sold my122S Volvo to a retired, 88
year old Sprint Car driver, the great Sid Middlemas. Sid lives out my way and still owns one of his Sprint
Cars which he takes to shows and displays etc. Apparently, he has had many Volvos as family cars over
the years and even had a Volvo engine in a Sprint Car. He saw my car about a year ago and has driven
me mad until I caved in and let him buy it. Que Sera Sera!
Gary Maher
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A Drive Down Memory Lane…
Back in March 2017, whilst I was sitting in hospital recovering from open heart surgery I began researching
Catalina Park for an article I was writing for the magazine. During my research, I found a number of past
race tracks in Sydney and the Blue Mountains region, some I knew about and others I had never heard of
before. Weeks after my article was completed, I found myself still thinking about the race tracks that had
come up in my research and the idea of a drive to these sites was born. My memories of past race tracks is
limited. I thankfully competed at Oran Park before it closed, but I remember, as a kid, playing under the
grandstands and remember the rocky ground at Amaroo, when I went along to events that Dad competed
at.
The research was at times very enjoyable, but also heartbreaking. I didn’t get to many of the race tracks on
our social drive either as a competitor or spectator, but it’s still obvious what we have lost and that it’s still
hard to get your head around.
During the research for this event, I ended up coming across a number of speedway venues in the Sydney
Basin area. With the number of them that came up in my original research, it made it obvious that there
would be a social drive to these sites as well. When I started the research for the Speedway social drive, I
found at least 30 speedway sites in the Sydney Basin area. Some of them may have only held one event,
but they all existed. I personally only knew about Parramatta Raceway and loved going there as a kid, so I
was surprised to find so many more. It was incredible to find a number of them running at the same time,
over different days of the week but having enough drivers to draw tens of thousands of spectators at each
event. In the 1960’s Windsor RSL and Westmead speedways operated during the Winter months on
alternate nights, however Windsor RSL ended up closing once Liverpool Speedway opened. In the late
70’s up until the 1980/81 season, Sydney-siders were spoilt with choice with Parramatta City Raceway
operating on Friday night and Sydney Showground Royale and Liverpool Speedway operating on Saturday
nights during the summer months. Sydney Showground Royale was one of Australia’s best known and
attended speedways, regularly drawing Saturday night crowds in excess of 10,000 and often 30,000
making speedway one of the best attended spectator sports during the Australian summer. Motorsport in
Australia was once huge. It was more popular than cricket as a summer spectator sport. Unfortunately, how
times have changed.
Most of our significant motorsport sites are being lost to history. Victoria Park Speedway (Zetland) held its
first motorsport event in 1908. Motoring.com.au claims that this was Australia’s first race track. I’m sure you
won’t be surprised to find the only acknowledgement of the sites significant motoring history is all about it
being the site for the BMC and Leyland Australia factory. The only sign ‘acknowledging the motorsport
history of the site’ talks about stunt riders and nothing about being the first race track in Sydney, New South
Wales or even Australia. Nothing about the first post-World War I Australian Motorcycle Championship in
1919 attracting a crowd of 20,000 and continued to operate until the early 1920’s when it was superseded
by Penrith and Maroubra Speedways.
There are numerous other sites that have a significant motorsport history, but you’d almost never know.
The only reminder of Maroubra speedway is a plaque, installed by Randwick Council near the centre of the
speedway but other important sites like Sydney Showground Royale had a plaque created and installed by
a number of speedway associations. Sydney Sportsground had a plague, again created and installed by a
number of speedway associations on the side of Allianz Stadium. Several employees of the stadium didn’t
even know the plaque existed and it would be interesting to see if this get added again if Allianz Stadium is
demolished. However, other speedway sites will never get even this small amount of recognition. Berkshire
Park Speedway was the place where Fender Benders were born in Australia. This speedway also included
motorball (soccer with Mini’s), demolition derbies and other events like reverse racing and figure 8 racing.
Besides a very small Facebook group, there is nothing else about this historical motorsport site. There are
people reminiscing about the events held here, only to find out parents have thrown out old photos of
competitors and events.
There are plenty of other speedway sites that were lost to history. The only information about the speedway
site was a sentence or two in a newspaper from decades ago. Did you know that Brookvale Oval was the
site of a speedway? There are even reports of a speedway circuit set up on the Bondi Beach promenade.
Only one day of racing was held, a woman being the fastest driver before the police shut the event down.
And there’s probably many more that have been totally lost as competitors have passed on, any existing
photos thrown out with old programs and results.
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So that brings me to my final A Drive Down Memory Lane. All of the other remaining grassroot motorsport
venues. Places in which motorkhanas, khanacross and hill climbs etc were run and won. There is a tonne
of them, however there is almost no information on these venues or the events held there, the results and
images of those competing. There are no newspaper articles to look back on. No books created to
celebrate the history of the site. No plaques and no street names reflecting the motorsport history. These
are the venues that will be completely lost to history. They have already been lost to urban sprawl, but their
locations and motorsport history will be long forgotten when those competitors pass on, which is very sad.
Any members who have photos of some of these locations should ensure those photos are passed on to
people who will appreciate the history that they contain. To scan them and share them. To pass on any
results of those events. I’m hoping to capture some of that history in my next event, and will be relying on
our more experienced members to provide location information (from old street directories), any old photos,
results, details of when TCC ran or attended events there and general information about what it was like to
compete there. I have at least five motorsport venues in mind, but I would love to create a much bigger list
with members’ preferences and then work out which ones have more information, are more popular and
can be realistically included in the tour.
So please dust off those old photo albums, dig out some of the old TCC magazines that may have some
results or articles about events included and start sending that information my way! Once our Calendar is
set, I’ll be looking to secure a date in the second half of the year with it most likely held from September
onwards.
Nicole Crowley

Matt on the start line of the Sydney Showground Royale
Speedway.
Andrew and Matt reading the Windsor RSL
Speedway plaque

More of the beautiful scenery on the drive through Maroubra.
Left: The
ANZAC Bridge
heading into the
city. Another
photo of the
great scenery
on the social
drive.

Right: The
Windsor RSL
Speedway
plaque.
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FIR TREES and FLYING SHEDS
Or Part 2 of “FIR TREES and FERRARIS”
So, for Part 2 of the “FIR TREES and FERRARIS” story from last month’s Piston Slap, I’ve substituted the
Ferraris subject matter with a Flying Shed.
Now, some readers may question whether it’s appropriate to include a story about falling Fir Trees in a car
club magazine which ideally should have a leaning towards motoring of some description. However, as I
explained in last month’s story, the truck and the chipper which were used to cut up and chip the tree must
have had at least eight wheels, which surely must get me off the hook!
Part 2 of the story relates to a neighbour’s garden shed which took off and flew into our backyard during
the storm which occurred on Friday afternoon, 8th February. Once again, club members might question
whether a story about a flying garden shed deserves space in a magazine devoted to car club activities,
however, I should point out that flight, along with the motor car, is the major means of travel in this busy
world we live in. And there is a definite travel component to this story.
Without a motor vehicle of some description, or a flying machine of some sort, we wouldn’t be able to travel
the long distances we travel today. Maybe a casual walk around the block, or a leisurely swim to the other
side of the river is the best that we could probably do. Or getting yourself fired out of a large cannon would
get you travelling a greater distance in far less time, but how would you get back? Hopefully, there would
be someone at the other end with an equally large cannon to fire you back. But then you might end up with
very short legs which might make walking and swimming a little more difficult than previously!
Let me put all this waffle into some sort of context. On that Friday afternoon there was a massive storm
super-cell which again attacked Sydney’s north-western suburbs. But this storm came from the completely
opposite direction of the super-cell which demolished the north-west on the 15th December, and dropped
next door’s pine tree into our pool.
This time we were at home, and I must say that this storm was a truly frightening thing to experience. It was
like a total white-out had consumed the area around our house, with a massive wind, torrential, horizontal
rain, and flying debris coming from every direction.
Then, through all the rain, and debris flying around, we witnessed the garden shed of our neighbour behind
our granny flat, that is, on the other side of the roof in the photograph, begin lifting off, rising ABOVE fence
level, and then flying parallel with our back fence, to then bounce off the garden shed of our neighbour at
the back of our property, and begin its landing procedure into our backyard, missing the verandah of the
granny flat, but taking out our clothes line on the way. We couldn’t believe what we were seeing! It was a
scene directly out of “The Wizard of Oz”.
As the storm began to quieten down a little, I ran over to the back corner of our property, stuck my head
over the fence being careful not to be assaulted by any other random flying sheds, only to find the
neighbour standing in the torrential rain looking at the spot where his shed used to be. Through all the
noise of the storm he called out “have you seen my shed?”. I replied that indeed I had seen his shed and it
was sitting upside down in my backyard! I then told him that I had no practical means of returning it in the
immediate future, but that he could pick it up whenever he liked.
My apologies if my reference to this neighbour and that neighbour is confusing. We live in a battle-axe
block and we have about twenty seven neighbours! Not really, in fact we have six, so in periods of stress
involving neighbours you do need to develop very good negotiating skills.
We’ve all seen many stories on TV of sheds which have taken off and ended up in neighbouring properties
but we never thought that it would happen to us. It’s amazing to think that this shed took off (it obviously
wasn’t fastened to its base very securely!), flew over two 6 foot fences, bounced off another neighbour’s
shed, and proceeded into our yard, only damaging our clothes line in its travels. Mind you, it’s done some
serious damage to itself! And if it was the right way up, I could probably put it to good use, bearing in mind
that the Horler Storage Facility (our garage) is bulging at the seams at the moment. And to top that off, the
neighbour doesn’t want it back as he’s getting one of his mates to install a brand new, undamaged shed!
Good on him!!!
So I’ve lodged Claim 2 with our Insurance Company, and I’m now waiting for the assessor to call to put a
value on the removal of the shed, replace the clothes line, repair a very leaky skylight in one bedroom and
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repair a couple of panels of steel fencing which was attacked by a large branch which fell off our last
remaining gum tree. And it won’t be remaining for too much longer!
Moving back to Claim 1, on the pine tree front, we are making progress, albeit slowly. As you can see from
the accompanying photos, the pool has been emptied but partially refilled by the storm on the 9th February,
the boundary fence has been replaced, whatever remained of our pool equipment after it had been
demolished by the root ball has been removed, all the new paving and tiling around the skimmer box has
been completed, we have a new pool fence, and we’re now waiting for the pool people to come in the next
week or so, to begin reinstalling all the new pool equipment.
Most importantly, with most of the water out of the pool, the frogs have had to find a new home, so things
are much more peaceful for us at night. Although, on a windy night, the groaning of the upside down
garden shed does make it seem that we have a haunted back yard. I’m inclined to think that all the frogs
have moved into the shed, making it a bit of a double act!
As I said at the beginning of this story, life has many fascinating twists and turns, and at times throws up
stuff that’s just a little hard to believe. We were thinking that we might buy a drone shortly so that we can
have a look at our roof from above. We wouldn’t be at all surprised if there’s a large red and white target
painted on the roof tiles.
Still, we constantly remind ourselves that a damaged pool and a flying shed is nothing compared to what
the farmers in North Queensland and the Northern Territory have had to deal with recently with all the rain
and the associated massive loss of livestock. We wouldn’t want that for quids!
So, I’m sorry that there’s no Ferrari element to this story. I’ll keep working on it, and try to get something
organised for the next issue. Unless, of course, a Russian Sputnik satellite lands on our roof in the
meantime. Then I’ll have a Part 3 to the story in time for the April issue! Watch this space!!!
Geoff Horler

The flying garden shed!

Still no pool equipment but at least
the root ball has gone.

New pool fence with flying shed
resting in the background.

Progress! Empty pool and new
boundary fence.

And to finish with, a couple of photos from my recent visit to the Ferrari
dealership. A 1964 330GT 2+2 and a black 2018 488GTB.
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Grip ‘n’ Slip Motorkhana

Sunday, 17th March 2019
TCC Grip ‘n’ Slip Multi-Club Motorkhana
Date:
Time:
Location:
Cost:

th

Sunday, 17 March 2019
8:00am Docco and Scrutineering, 9:45am Driver’s Briefing, 10:00am Start
Parade Grounds - Nirimba Education Precinct, Eastern Road, Quakers Hill
$60 Adults, $40 Juniors

With no restrictions on the tests that can be used, a selection of great tests will be chosen and
modified for maximum enjoyment. Providing that there are no water restrictions in place, a number of
the tests will be wet down (similar to the advanced driver training organisations that use the grounds)
for even more fun.
Passengers welcome, so make sure you keep this day free!
Supp Regs now available on the TCC Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/events/1803555113088188/?active_tab=discussion

State & Multi-club Motorkhana

Sunday, 2nd June 2019
TCC State & Multi-Club Motorkhana
Date:
Venue:
Cost:
Time:

nd

Sunday, 2 June 2019
Nirimba Education Precinct, Eastern Road, Quakers Hill.
State $70, Multi-club $60, Juniors (both events) $40
8:00am Docco and Scrutineering, 9:45am Drivers Briefing, 10:00am Start

This event is proposed to be run in the same fashion as 2018.
State competitors will have one reversing test and two runs at each test.
Multi-club competitors will have no reversing and one run at twice as many tests.
Passengers welcome, so make sure you keep this day free!
Keep an eye on the TCC website and Facebook page for more information closer to the event.
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Luddenham Supersprint

Sunday, 18th August 2019
TCC Luddenham Supersprint
th

Date:
Sunday, 18 August 2019
Location: Luddenham Raceway, 821-849 Luddenham Rd, Luddenham NSW 2745
TCC are once again running a supersprint! This one is nice and close to home at the newly opened
Luddenham Motorsport Park.
Spots will be limited for this event, so make sure you keep this date free.
Keep an eye on the TCC website and Facebook page for more information closer to the event.

FOR SALE
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2019 CalEndars
Whilst the TCC Competition calendar is a great way to try new motorsport disciplines, for those who wish to
pursue series or state championships, some of the 2019 competition calendars (that have been released to
date) have been included below.
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Interested in becoming an Official?
To ensure our events run properly and that our regular officials have a chance to also
compete, we need more members to obtain officials licences. Thankfully CAMS are
making this process easier.
We need all current Trainee officials to upgrade to General officials. This involves officiating for
one day and filling out a Trainee form and then completing an online Introductory module. This can
be completed in any order. By becoming a General official, it will mean less work for the Event
Secretary, but you will also receive a CAMS Officials Licence Book similar to your CAMS
Competition Licence Book. Whenever you officiate, this book then gets signed by a member of the
organising committee for that event.
This log of events can then be used when upgrading your licence to a Bronze level. It is of note that
Bronze level official licences never expire.
TCC really NEED MORE Bronze level Event Admin, Event Command and Scrutineer officials. We simply
do not have enough of these in the club to allow members to only officiate in a higher role at one TCC
event in a year allowing them to compete in other events.
Just to repeat that Bronze level official licences never expire. For members a little worried about learning
and performing these roles, please be assured that we have many members in the club who are happy to
mentor you through this process. Help is never far away. Some roles will require you to be actively
involved in the organisation of the event so leaving this to the last minute will not benefit yourself with any
potential assessments. TCC has plenty of events that you can help run and upgrade your licence, so
please have a good think about it and speak to an Executive member in order to start the process.
For more information on the different types of officials licences, or to register your interest in a training
module, please check out the CAMS website www.cams.com.au/get-involved/officials/training

THORNLEIGH CAR CLUB HISTORIC VEHICLE REGISTRATION RENEWALS
A quick reminder of the rules and requirements for the renewal of your historic vehicle, with Thornleigh Car
Club, under the current Log Book Scheme;
1. A renewed application for recognition must be supplied if any changes to your current supplied details
2. Proof of current financial membership of TCC supplied
3. Proof of current insurance of vehicle
4. Current pink slip for vehicle
5. Completed Historical Vehicle Declaration (as supplied with your renewal)
6. A $10 fee payable to TCC to cover admin costs
7. A signed acceptance of all current conditions and regulations
Copies of any of these forms are available from the Registrar
For more information please contact Jim Richardson on 9639 0638 or via email at jimandbev@bigpond.com
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Other Motorsport Results
WRC - World Rally Championship
Driver Standings
1. Ott Tanak
2. Thierry Neuville
3. Sebastien Ogier
4. Kris Meeke
5. Esapekka Lappi

Points
47
40
31
21
19

Last Event: Rally Sweden 14 – 17 February 2019
1. Ott Tanak / Matin Jarveoja
2. Esapekka Lappi / Janne Ferm
3. Thierry Neuville / Nicolas Gilsoul
Next Event: Rally Mexico 8 – 10 March 2019

ARC - Australian Rally Championship
Driver Standings
1. Eli Evans
2. Harry Bates
3. Steve Glenney
4. Molly Taylor
5. Lewis Bates

Points
383
370
301
260
206

Last Event: Rally Australia 15 - 18 November 2018
1. Steve Glenney / Andy Sarandis
2. Luke Anear / Jon Mitchell
3. Andrew Penny / Rhys Llewellyn

Points
408
320
251
249
247

Last Event: Abu Dhabi Grand Prix 23 - 25 Nov ‘18
1. Lewis Hamilton
2. Sebastian Vettel
3. Max Verstappen

Points
300
258
234
210
186

Last Event: Adelaide 500 28 Feb - 3 Mar 2019
1. Scott McLaughlin
2. Cameron Waters
3. Shane van Gisbergen

Next Event: Rally Western Australia 5 - 7 April 2019

F1 – Formula One
Driver Standings
1. Lewis Hamilton
2. Sebastian Vettel
3. Kimi Raikkonen
4. Max Verstappen
5. Valterri Bottas

Next Event: Australian Grand Prix 14 – 17 Mar ‘19

Supercars
Driver Standings
1. Scott McLaughlin
2. Shane van Gisbergen
3. Jamie Whincup
4. Will Davison
5. Nick Percat

Next Event: Melbourne 400 14 – 17 March 2019
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A new range of
Thornleigh Car Club
regalia is coming
soon.
Stay tuned!

THE CHAMPIONS OF 2018

ARON ELLIOTT
1 Club Championship
st
1 Driver’s Championship
st
1 Khanacross Championship
st

MATT RATH
3 Club Championship
st
1 Rally Driver’s Championship
rd

NEIL HOOD
5 Club Championship
nd
2 Rally Driver’s Championship
th

Alana Dean -1st Ladies Championship
Alana Dean -1st Rally Navigator’s Championship
Vicki Gillon – 1st Motorkhana Championship
Dean Tomlin - 1st Speed Championship
David Masing - Ernie Boston Trophy

GARRY ELLIOTT
2 Club Championship
nd
2 Driver’s Championship
nd
2 Khanacross Championship
nd

GREG YATES
4 Club Championship
th
5 Driver’s Championship
th

KAREN YATES
6 Club Championship
th

Alana Dean – Novice Award
Nicole Crowley - Clubman Award
Tim Hurst - Encouragement Award
Ian Polyczynski - Junior Encouragement Award
Gary & Wendy Maher - Officials Award

